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Abstract 

In this paper we explore the socio-technical barriers blocking the establishment of new integrative IT 
capabilities in a firm context. We do this by exploring how a pulp and paper plant experienced 
barriers in their effort to establish a new information delivery architecture set to improve cross-
practice data sharing and foster cross-unit integration. We shed light on the ways in which for new 
capabilities to matter they must first become embedded in practice, and propose a model for how the 
relationship between embedding-in-practice and strategy can be understood. In so doing, we show 
how strategy is a complex emergent phenomena constituted through practice. The paper contributes to 
our understanding of the critical role of balancing complex relationships between boundaries of co-
existing use IT contexts while forging an IS strategy. 
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1 Introduction 

IS strategy is dominantly viewed critical for realizing the potential value that can IT bring to 
organizations. Indeed, research has widely emphasized the need to carefully orchestrate IS strategies 
by re-defining and re-focusing the role of IT in organizational settings (Chen et al., 2010; Wagner, 
2004). More specifically, as new IT capabilities by themselves do not provide competitive advantage 
(Galliers, 2004, 2006) any IS strategy must be articulated with a view towards complementing or 
enabling high-level organizational objectives (Reich & Benbasat, 1996). Unless IT and organizational 
objectives are aligned, IT capabilities are not likely to deliver expected value and the contribution of 
information to organizational performance is likely to be a result of serendipity (Galliers, 2007). In 
light of the increasing importance of IT capabilities for organizational life, it is not surprising that the 
role of IS strategy has attracted significant attention. Existing research on IS strategy has focused 
primarily on the process of strategic IS planning (Premkumar & King, 1994; Ward & Peppard, 2002) 
and strategic IS alignment (Chan & Reich, 2007). Significantly less focus has been given to the actual 
practice of conducting IS strategy. 

Drawing on a strategy-as-practice perspective we focus on activities, contexts, processes and strategic 
contents that have consequence for the emergence of IS strategy in a pulp and paper plant in northern 
Sweden. Recent work around the notion of strategy-as-practice (e.g. Whittington, 2003) leads our 
analyses towards activities that constitute the practice of strategy, focusing firmly on ‘praxis, 
practitioners and practices’ (Whittington, 2003). This stream of research has taken issues with the 
traditional view that strategy is a static property of organizations, and has suggested that it should be 
thought of as something that people do in contexts (Jarzabkowski, 2005; Whittington, 2006). The 
strategy-as-practice perspective also urges us to re-think the locus of strategy, acknowledging that the 
strategic nature of activities is dependent on its consequence for “strategic outcomes, directions, 
survival and competitive advantage” (Jarzabowski et al. 2007).  

As the strategic consequence of IT capabilities is increasingly tied to the ways in which IT becomes 
embedded-in-practice (e.g. Orlikowski & Robey, 1991; Sambamurthy et al. 2003; Doherty & Terry 
2009), this has clear implications for our view on IS strategy. Indeed, as noted elsewhere (e.g. 
Whittington, 2006; Jarzabkowski et al. 2007) practice from a strategy-as-practice cannot be 
understood as a singular (we are concerned with practices). However, we must also expand our view 
of IS strategizing to include not only strategy as formalized intents, but also strategy as actualized use 
(cf. Levina & Vaast, 2006). As what people do, and consequently how IT capabilities are embedded-
in-practice, is tightly connected to what people know (Carlile 2002, 2004), we thus posit that a key role 
for IS strategy is facilitating sharing and creating of new forms of knowledge, in turn making for novel 
IT use. In other words, for new IT capabilities to truly matter, it is necessary for knowledge to cross 
boundaries between established practices. In so doing, organizations must also be sensitive against the 
fact that boundary crossing always implies change of often-unexpected nature (Carlile, 2002, 2004).  

Against this backdrop, we explore how a pulp and paper plant experienced barriers in their effort to 
establish a new information delivery architecture to improve cross-practice data sharing and foster 
cross-unit integration. As illustrated in this paper, such efforts, however, are inherently tied to the 
political, social and regulatory environments in which this technology is embedded. Addressing these 
issues, we analyze the implementation of new IT capabilities using an integrative view of IS strategy 
where technical and organizational considerations are combined. In other words, we explore how 
technical and organizational aspects co-evolve through strategically consequential practice. In so 
doing, the paper addresses the following research question: What are the socio-technical barriers 
blocking the establishment of new practice-spanning IT capabilities in a firm context?  

Conducting an interpretive case study (Klein & Myers 1999) we trace the ways in which everyday 
practice is increasingly interrelated with IS strategy in a pulp and paper plant in northern Sweden. 
Drawing on Carlile (2002, 2004), the paper contributes to our understanding of the critical role of 
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balancing complex relationships between boundaries of co-existing use IT contexts while forging an 
IS strategy. In particular, we explore how strategic issues emerge in relation to, and as result of, 
boundary management, in turn creating barriers for establishing and deploying new IT capabilities. 

2 Related Research 

This research rests upon foundations in two broad areas of study – IS strategy and Carlile’s view of 
knowledge boundaries. In this section we review prior work done in each area. 

2.1 IS Strategy 

Since the early 90’s, there has been interest in exploring the essence of sustainability of competitive 
advantage from IT (cf. Atkins, 1998; Clemons & Row, 1991; Feeny & Ives, 1990; Galliers, 1993, 
1999; Hidding, 2001; Powell & Dent-Micallef, 1997). Extant research holds that the business value 
derived from IT investments only emerges through business changes and innovations, whether they 
are product/service innovation, new business models, or process change. Consequently, organizations 
ultimately must be able to assimilate these changes, if value is to be realized.  

It should be noted that the very idea of the adaptation and subsequent use of IT leading to competitive 
advantages for firms have been questioned by scholars raising the ‘strategic necessity hypothesis’ 
(Powell & Dent-Micallef, 1997; Doherty & Terry, 2009). The reason for this is that it is ultimately 
easy for firms to ”copy” their competitors’ systems, and that failure to do so will leave them 
competitively disadvantaged (Melville et al., 2004). Carr (2003) went as far as to say that “IT does not 
matter”, reflecting a view of IT ownership as in and of itself not leading to competitive advantages. In 
a similar vein, Bharadwaj (2000: 186) notes that IT capability “is not so much a specific set of 
sophisticated technological functionalities as it is an enterprise-wide capability to leverage technology 
to differentiate from competition”. In short, the IT capability is embedded within the fabric of the 
organization. Indeed, in the real world of IS strategizing (cf. Levina & Vaast, 2006) we find how 
situated practices rather than strategic plans are critical to for realizing strategic effects. 

IS strategizing has been discussed by researchers and IT executives for many years (e.g. Dickson & 
DeSanctis, 1990; Galliers, 2004). But while much attention has been given to IT’s contribution to a 
company’s value creation (Avison et al., 1999; Soh & Markus, 1995) and its alignment with the 
overall corporate strategy (Luftman & Kempaiah, 2007; Sabherwal & Chan, 2001; Weiss et al., 2006) 
the actual process of managing IT as an aligned element of the corporation seems to be under-
researched (Galliers, 2011; Grover & Segars, 2005). It is clear that IS strategy is not confined to the 
actions concerned with adapting new technologies, but also with issues of information, knowledge and 
changes of organizational practice. In fact, the central effort of the IS field to develop methods for 
steering the strategy process towards predetermined goals has been critiqued, and the situated and 
emergent nature of strategy has been pointed out (Galliers, 2011).  

Recently, the practice perspective of knowledge has emerged, questioning the dominant view of 
knowledge as a resource that can be transferred across individuals, groups, and organizations 
(Goldkuhl, 2012; Newell et al., 2009). In this vein, the strategy-as-practice approach seeks to 
understand strategy as the activities of strategists, that is, the various 'strategy’ practices that people 
engage in (Whittington, 1996, 2003; Johnson et al. 2003), as well as the nature of the practice itself 
(Whittington et al. 2003; Jarzabkowski, 2004). Based on theories associated with the so called 
“practice turn” in the social sciences, the focus of the strategy-as-practice paradigm lies between 
organizational macro structures and individual activities, in the practices (routines, tools, techniques, 
etc.) that enable and constrain activity, and which in turn are reproduced in micro-activity (Giddens, 
1984; Schatzki, 2001). A central motivation for the strategy-as-practice paradigm is that our 
knowledge is limited what actors shaping strategy actually do (Whittington, 2003). 
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2.2 Knowledge Boundaries 

Carlile (2002, 2004) offers a pragmatic view of work with a focus on how knowledge is transferred, 
translated, and transformed across organizational boundaries. Carlile’s approach combines a syntactic 
perspective on knowledge with a semantic perspective in order to understand how work practices and 
knowledge are co-constituted as knowledge of the particular is created and shared amongst involved 
actors. This pragmatic view offers an appropriate framing for developing an understanding of how an 
IS strategy can emerge to overcome the socio-technical barriers involved in establishing new IT 
capabilities. As observed by Carlile (2002: 442), knowledge is by necessity both a source of and a 
barrier to innovation in that “problem solving within a function […] hinder problem solving and 
knowledge creation across functions”. This is because specialization of tasks implies specialization of 
knowledge, in turn making knowledge localized, embedded, and vested in practice (Carlile, 2002; 
Bourdieu, 1977; Lave, 1988). As a result, accommodating to knowledge developed externally is often 
problematic. Indeed, it has been argued that “it is at [the] “knowledge boundaries” that we find the 
deep problems that specialized knowledge poses to organizations” (Carlile, 2002: 442).  

According to the integrative framework developed by Carlile (2004) knowledge boundaries have two 
fundamental properties: a) difference, in the sense of “variation in the type of skills and backgrounds 
or amount of experience between individuals or groups” (Carlile, 2004: 560) and b) dependence, in the 
sense that interpersonal relations “constrain or have consequences for the other’s [actions]” (Carlile, 
2004: 561). Unless these conditions are met there is no consequential boundary to speak of.  

Extant research has explored three knowledge boundaries in particular: syntactic, semantic, and 
pragmatic (Carlile, 2002, 2004). As shown below, these differ in complexity and present different 
degrees of difficulty for sharing knowledge across boundaries.  

Syntactic boundaries are the simplest, holding that knowledge can be transferred between actors 
providing that a common syntax have been established, at which point information transfer and 
processing become the activity of primary concern (Carlile, 2002). A bridged syntactic boundary then 
would be one at which specific contracting arrangements between divisions has been agreed upon, 
enabling an organization to contract efficiently within its internal supply chain (Sapsed & Salter, 
2004). 

Semantic boundaries are more complex as they necessitate the development of common meanings in 
order translate different types of knowledge boundaries across. For instance, semantic boundaries can 
arise between divisions in an organization such as the marketing and sales division, as the divisions 
make local interpretations of what the other needs in the joint effort of pushing a product to market  
(Levina & Vaast, 2005). If common meaning is lacking a shared syntax is insufficient for knowledge 
sharing as the object of communication is in itself subject to differing interpretations; i.e. for 
knowledge to be successfully transferred across a semantic boundary knowledge must first be 
translated, creating common meanings and shared interpretations (Carlile, 2002, 2004). 

Pragmatic boundaries are the most complex boundaries as they necessitate the development of 
common interests in order to transform knowledge (Carlile, 2004). For example, during periods of 
strategic uncertainty actors within different divisions of an organization might have different interests 
pertaining to issues about what might constitute the appropriate course of action (Jarzabkowski & 
Kaplan, 2008). The main challenge posed by the pragmatic barrier is not that sharing of knowledge 
across practices is hard, but that it is consequential (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). Through 
specialized practice, actors invest in particular types of knowledge geared towards a particular effect 
(Bourdieu, 1977). Consequently, actors are reluctant to merely accommodate knowledge developed 
elsewhere as this comes at a cost (Carlile, 2002, 2004). Indeed, to resolve a pragmatic barrier, actors 
not only “have to be willing to alter their own knowledge, but also be capable of influencing or 
transforming the knowledge used by the other function.” (Carlile, 2002: 445). 
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The pragmatic perspective synthesizes the abstractions provided by the syntactic and semantic 
perspectives into a view of work that deals with things sensibly and realistically based on practical 
rather than theoretical considerations. While the syntactic perspective embraces how IT artifacts 
affords transfer of information, and the semantic perspective focuses on how signs expressed in shared 
syntax and mediated by IT artifacts translate into meaning, the pragmatic perspective emphasizes how 
information is transformed into organizational action as part of the involved actors ongoing 
constitution of a business process (Carlile, 2004).  

3 Research Method 

This study takes place within the context of a pulp and paper mill located in the north of Sweden. 
Within this context, we are concerned with the production of liner, a product used in the production of 
corrugated board. Currently, the yearly production capacity at the plant is in excess of 400000 tons. At 
the plant, 2 types of liner are produced. These types vary in grade and are produced in a number of 
combinations based on the grammage (i.e. the mass of the product per unit of area). Once produced, 
the liner is cut into products or reels. Reels, in turn, vary with respect to the width and radius of the 
product, and are made to order.  

Our research question is: What are the socio-technical barriers blocking the establishment of new 
practice-spanning IT capabilities in a firm context? To answer this question we will produce a rich 
description of various practices tied to the production line. In so doing, we identify important factors 
influencing the production and issues emerging as result of the way in which IT capabilities are 
embedded-in-practice. To this end, we have performed a qualitative case study. The orientation is 
interpretative (Walsham, 1995, 1993) and pay attention to the principles outlined by Klein and Myers 
(1999). This approach is particularly useful for contributions geared towards providing rich insight 
into the phenomena at hand and provides support for theoretical development (Walsham, 1995).  

Data have been gathered through interviews and on-site observations. The respondents were selected 
in dialogue with the production and logistics department. As we were initially invited by the plant to 
conduct this study due to complaints raised by floor personnel, this arrangement worked to our favor, 
allowing for purposeful sampling of respondents (Yin, 1989). Interviews were semi-structured and 
lasted for approximately 90 minutes each. Two of the respondents came from the logistics department, 
one of which operated as a trim planner. Furthermore, one winder operator, one manager from the 
terminal and four truck drivers have been interviewed, the latter being interviewed as a group. During 
the implementation of the new system, follow up interviews have been made with the project manager 
responsible for the implementation and the operating chief of the logistics department. Interviews 
made with managers and planners were conducted in their respective office rooms, audio recorded and 
later transcribed. Similarly, the group interview with the truck drivers were conducted in a conference 
room adjacent to the loading bay. Here too, the interview was recorded and later transcribed. 
Interviews at the winder and the terminal were made “on the fly”. This prevented audio recording. 
Instead, notes were taken through out the interviews. Notes were also taken during the recorded 
interviews and on-site observations.  

On-site observations were performed at all units covered in this paper. These observation sessions 
lasted for a minimum of 4 hours and offered a more grounded understanding of process and practice, 
as well as the problems that had emerged at the plant. In addition, and to ensure a richer contextual 
understanding, discussions with employees throughout the plant have been made. This includes 
technical engineers, sales personal, operators from other divisions, employees of the logistic 
department, and representatives of the firms installing the information systems in the factory. Our 
understanding have also benefitted immensely by having direct access to a former top manager with 
rich insight into both operations and strategic issues at the plant, and from prior experiences of 
conducting research within the pulp and paper industry.  
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Data analysis involved reading, and subsequently coding, the transcribed data and consulting field 
notes. Through this process, emergent patterns were delineated, enriching our understanding of the 
important factors that influence production as well as the problems that have emerged as result of the 
ways in which IT capabilities had become embedded-in-practice. Based on this understanding, a rich 
description of the activities at the plant was made. Focusing on practices and practice-intersects, the 
patterns were further analyzed and abstracted to form six thematic categories: (inter-) dependencies; 
ends and ideals; complicating factors; consequences and compromises; and last, realized and possible 
improvements. Informed by extant research on practice, IS strategy and knowledge boundaries, the 
analysis were then pushed further, moving from the descriptive to the conceptual, to create an 
integrative model describing the interrelation between practice, architecture and strategy.  

While presented as sequential, the process of analysis was iterative in practice. As new understandings 
were gained, prior outcomes of the analysis process were revised accordingly.   

4 Findings 

We now present our results of the study of the implementation and early use of an information 
delivery architecture, exploring issues that have emerged at the pulp and paper plant. A key role for 
the information delivery architecture is enabling organization-wide data sharing and cross-unit 
integration. However, as the results illustrate, such efforts are increasingly tied to the practice in which 
technology is embedded. We begin by giving an overview of reel production and the key systems that 
support it. Then we produce a rich picture of the production line and identify the important factors 
influencing the production as well as issues emerging as result of the way in which IT capabilities 
have become embedded in practice. 

4.1 Reel Production 

Reel production, from the point of view of the production department, is a continuous operation, 
running on 6 shifts. However, as illustrated in Fig. 1, production is only one link of a larger chain. In 
this paper, we are concerned with practices within five different units tied to the production of paper, 
ranging from sales on the one end on the scope, to the shipping terminal on the other. To achieve a 
high quality process, it is imperative that the practices at the various units are efficiently integrated and 
coordinated across the process chain, allowing for smooth co-operation of sales personnel, production 
planners, winder operators, truck drivers, shuttle transporters, and terminal workers.  

 
Figure 1. Overview of the Process  

To support the process, the pulp and paper plant makes use of several key information systems two of 
which are of key concern here: the Paper Management System (PMS) and the Mill Based System 
(MBS). The PMS supports supply chain planning and follow-up as well as supply and demand 
balancing, including for example planning of demand, stock management, and replenishment 
requirement management and calculation. In short, it answers the questions of what, when, and where 
orders are needed, and keeps track of products as they are produced and shipped. The MBS operates 
on a lower level of the production process. In particular, the MBS is responsible for production 
scheduling, product registration and quality data management. Thus, in contrast to the what, when and 
where of the PMS, the MBS addresses the question of how products are to be produced and allows for 
this how to be tracked over time. In short, the MBS is responsible for the translation of replenishment 
requirements into tangible end-products ready to be shipped.  
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While these systems are separate, they operate in tandem. Specifically, the PMS feeds data into the 
MBS in the beginning of the process (Step 1, Fig. 1), which is then used to produce a finalized plan of 
all products to be produced within a production cycle  (Step 2). Once products have been winded and 
cut according to specification (Step 3) they are placed on a transport belt. As products leave the 
production floor, products are tagged. At this point, data is fed into the MBS. Shortly thereafter, 
products arrive at the loading area, which doubles as a short-term middle-storage facility (Step 4). As 
shuttle trucks arrive, products are loaded and scanned by the truck operators. Once loading is 
completed and a product is sent to the terminal, data is fed back into MBS and PMS and the product is 
registered as shipped. This notifies the terminal which products are inbound. Once products arrive at 
the terminal data is fed into the Shipping Management System (SMS), the terminal equivalent of the 
PMS, and the shipping department takes over (Step 5). 

At our pulp and paper plant, the PMS is considered to have excellent functionality and is built on 
modern technical platforms. The old MBS however left much to ask. In this paper, we focus on the 
implementation of a new MBS system, PeakSys (PS). In the following subsections, we give an 
account of the old and the new MBS system and shed light on the implications they have had on 
practice as well as the role practice have come to play in the implementation of the new system. 

4.1.1  Mill Based System – From Legacy System to PeakSys 

The MBS is a key component for the creation, integration, and coordination of the production plan at 
the plant. At the core of these operations is the trim plan. The trim plan is the finalized translation of 
required replenishment into a production plan that is composed in such a way that it maximizes the use 
of jumbo rolls produced by the paper machine while ensuring a smooth and steady production process.  

Legacy System (LS) has a long history within the plant. First implemented in the 1980’s, it has 
undergone significant changes over the years with capabilities added to better support operations and 
communication. As result, the LS is best described as a collection of interacting machines, systems 
and system-modules. The system, however, due to its legacy nature lack severely in flexibility. Indeed, 
as the production line have evolved significantly over the years the LS have become lacking to the 
point where it no longer manage to support all of the demands the production line have on production 
management. As noted by one respondent: “The [LS] is an over aged, restricted, text-based system”.  

A major drawback of the LS is the lack of support for rich communication of plans. Rather than 
working directly with the system, the production process under LS is largely dependent on printouts of 
the production plans. Just like the system, these printout lack graphics and are hard to process. 
Furthermore, due to the static nature of paper any change in the production plan must be followed by 
redistribution of new printouts, making it hard to keep up to date with what is actually going on. 
Access to the system was restricted to winder operators and trim planners. In practice, however, it was 
only the trim planners who used it to any significant extent as the views the LS offered the Winder 
operators were anything but user-friendly. The consequences thereof were highlighted by one of the 
operators: “the [LS] is a restricted system that doesn’t show all but only a part of the information that 
is important for my job”. Figure 2, on the following page, shows a workstation at the Winder. 
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Figure 2. Workstation at the Winder 

Concerns regarding the usability of the LS were also raised by the trim planners. In particular, they felt 
that the system was restricted and that it provided poor usability in navigational design and content 
layout, preventing tasks to be carried out with ease. The truck drivers, operating on printouts, made 
similar claims. Printouts follow the poor layout of the LS and are thus restricted in similar ways by 
content layout and navigational design. While used to the drawbacks, truck drivers expressed feelings 
that things could certainly be improved. 

While LS is clearly lacking in support of the various practices involved in the reel production at the 
plant, the decision to implement PS was taken on the enterprise level, with the main purpose of 
standardizing systems across plants. To be sure, that is not to say that change was not welcome. 
Indeed, as noted by the operating chief of Logistics the platforms have become increasingly obsolete, 
in turn constituting a production risk. As the implementation progressed, however, it also became 
apparent that the change of system offered an opportunity to address information issues at the plant. 
Indeed, new ideas for functionality have continuously emerged during the roll out of the new system.  

In particular, PS has so far brought about three key technical changes showing great potential: First, 
the interface is graphical and thus has the potential to offer richer support to both planners, operators 
and truck drivers. Second, access to the system has been improved. Everyone involved in the actual 
production, including the truck drivers, can now access the system directly. Third, the new system 
allows for real-time tracking of both product and process, making it possible to track what is going on 
in the plant. While the first change was inherent in PS, the latter two emerged over time. Below, we 
explore implications as well as the ways in which these changes were rooted in established practice(s). 

4.1.2 Sales Department 

The process of reel production begins at the Sales department, with the placing of orders. Orders are 
registered into an order database twice a week and give a rough sketch of what needs to be produced 
for the coming five days. As highlighted by one of the respondents, serving the needs of the customer 
is of high importance; “saying no to a customer is bad business.” As a rule of thumb, the sales 
department expect products to be delivered to the end-customer in 2-3 weeks.   

In particular, there are two types of orders: forecast orders and direct orders, the first being more 
common than the other.  Forecast ordering is supported by the PMS, allowing the staff to make sound 
assessments of the required production. These forecasts stretch three months ahead and are based on 
various sorts of data such as historical data, market projections etc. Forecast ordering both allow for 
increased stability in the production and help reduce lead-times to end-customers. In contrast, direct 
orders are less common and often quite small. Direct orders are in general however very urgent and 
consequently tend to have a disruptive effect on plans already made.  
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As the Sales department does not operate directly with the MBS, the new system has had no direct 
implications on practice. A more efficient integration of practices across the process would however 
lead to benefits for the sales department, as smoother production and more efficient loading at the 
shipping terminal would help ensure high quality and that orders reach the end customer in time, in 
turn making for more satisfied customers. 

4.1.3 Logistics and Planning 

The day after the order deadline, the logistics department freezes the order database. Once the database 
is frozen, work begins on the production plan. The first step is matching of production demands with 
pre-produced stock. This is done automatically by the PMS. Once the replenishment needs have been 
calculated, the data is transferred into the MBS. At this point, the trim planner takes over and creates 
what is called a trim plan, which is an optimized, detailed plan of all products to be produced within 
the coming production cycle. The production cycle is divided into production periods, each period 
dedicated to producing liner of a specific grade and grammage.  Since the production period is specific 
to a particular grade and grammage, trim plan optimization involves arranging product orders in a 
pattern that allows for the best usage of the width of the jumbo rolls produced by the paper machine1. 

The trim plan works as a bridge between Sales and Production. Thus, it is crucial that trim planners 
has a deep understanding of the various practices in the process chain and the interdependencies that 
exist between them, as the way in which the trim plan is produced has clear repercussions for others. 
Indeed, as a trim planner argued an excellent trim plan is a plan that takes the process in toto into 
consideration, while making sure that loss is kept to a minimum. Minimizing of loss is of particular 
importance for the planners. Given the high volumes produced, even slight changes in efficiency 
makes a big difference on the bottom line. As argued by the operating chief of the logistics 
department: “A good plan makes use 99% of the total width [of the jumbo rolls]”. In practice, his goal 
is hard to reach: the rapid production pace and pressures to deliver on time means that losses have to 
be accepted in order to get products out of the factory in time.  

While the freeze prevents new orders from being filed, late orders still occur on a regular basis, with 
sales personnel calling up logistics asking if it is possible to have the extra orders produced. In the 
best-case scenario these orders can be added to the end of the trim plan for a specific production 
period. In this case, information already sent to the different units can merely be supplemented. Often, 
however, new plan must be made, in turn creating a need for information to be replaced across the 
organization. One trim planner explained the rationale for managing late orders in the following way: 
“Since I get jammed in between the sales department and the production department it is important to 
be very strict with the rules, but sometimes the circumstances grants the customers their wish.” 

While supported by algorithms capable of optimizing trim, trim planning still requires high amounts of 
manual labor if a good trim is to be achieved. Several factors complicate trimming and lead to manual 
overhead. The following examples serve as illustrations: First, trim as a general rule gets better the 
more products the system are asked to trim, as this makes it easier for algorithms to mix and match 
products more effectively. Hence, it is not uncommon that the trim planners need to tap into future 
demand, in effect pre-producing next weeks demand. Second, due to shipping schedules trim planners 
often need to prioritize certain products making sure they are produced early in the production period. 
Third, the quality of the jumbo roll is not uniform over time. Further, due to the way the paper 
machine is constructed, rolls cut from the middle of the jumbo are of higher quality than rolls cut from 
the edges. To maximize efficiency of the plan, trim planners have to take these things into 
consideration.  

                                              
1 For each production period, the paper machine produces several jumbo rolls are produced. Each jumbo roll has a standard 
weight of 38 ton. 
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The poor overview given by the LS makes trim planning challenging and the end-result hard to 
communicate. Consequently, the implementation of PS offered vast potential for improvement of the 
trim planners situation. For the trim planners, the most significant improvements stem from the new 
graphical interface. Indeed, while PS system does offer some benefits in terms of algorithmic support 
(i.e. producing better trim-suggestions), the ease with which trims are now adjusted and fine-tuned 
thanks to the graphical support constitutes a significant improvement in comparison to LS. As an 
example, rather than manipulating text the trim planner can now drag-and-drop products across the 
plan, making what was previously a cumbersome operation an easy task. Further, thanks to color-
coding, planners can see more easily where each product is to be shipped. As shipping schedules may 
necessitate that some products are more urgently produced than others, this too is a significant 
improvement. While supported in the LS, the new system also makes it easier to achieve an efficient 
trim that takes into consideration the non-uniform quality across the breadth of the jumbo roll.  

Finally, and as explored below, trim planners no longer have to rely on printouts to communicate their 
plans as access to information have been improved across the production process. Likewise explored, 
the new system also makes the communication of plans easier. 

4.1.4 Winder Operators 

Traditionally, winder operators have operated according to printouts delivered by the production unit. 
The printouts offer the operator a detailed plan of the production period in the form of a list of 
products to be produced and their specifications. As a jumbo roll from the paper machine is delivered 
to the winder (Fig. 3), the operator transfers the info from the MBS to the Winder control system. This 
adjusts the knives and the winder as to produce a particular combination of products according to 
specification. Each new combination requires resetting of the knives. 

 
Figure 3. Overview of the Paper Machine and Winder 

Once cut, reels are moved to a transportation belt where each individual roll is assigned a reel number 
and is measured, marked, and labeled by the MBS. Once completed, reels tagged as produced in the 
PMS and automatically transported to the loading area. Here, the LS give the operators the ability to 
manually reprogram which table each product is to arrive at. But, as a production leader said: “they are 
not required to do it”, and in practice few of them do. 

While winding and cutting of reels is largely automated, manual labor needs to be done. Following is a 
set of illustrative examples: Before reels can be cut, operators must pre-produce the reel cores using 
the trim plan as guide. This work is found to be cumbersome by the operators. As incorrect or 
damaged sockets risk destroying the customer’s machine, it also constitutes a risk. Second, winder 
operators winder operators sometimes need to make adjustments to the finalized plan. For instance, in 
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the event that priorities must be made regarding which products to produce, it falls upon the Winder 
operators to make these judgments. This work is supported in the printouts by a P (for priority) on the 
order line. Similarly, as all the produced reels do not meet quality standards and products can suffer 
damage post-production, winder operators may have to produce complementary products to meet the 
production plan. Operators are also responsible for managing the recycling needs that arise as result of 
the production, for example due to trim losses or sorted out goods. This is cumbersome and unwanted.  

From the perspective of the winder operators, few different combinations are preferable since this 
reduces the need for knife adjustments and also makes management of product loss easier. This in turn 
leads to faster production and less manual labor. The operators have a hard time understanding why 
there are so many combinations and changes between combinations. Having raised these concerns 
unsuccessfully, they feel that the management is not listening to them and that the logistic department 
lacks understanding of the consequences the trim plan has on their work.  

While the new system will not change the fundamental need to produce a varied set of products to 
meet customer demand, it offers clear potential for improvements. Thanks to the new system plans are 
not only more easily conveyed, all units involved in production also get access to real time production 
data. As result, the winder operators can follow the production as it unfolds and co-ordinate their work 
accordingly. In being able to track developments more efficiently, operators can more easily keep 
track of what has been produced and shipped, and thus what complementary products that may have to 
be produced in the event that some products do not meet quality standards. Similarly, it also makes it 
easier to make adjustments to the plan in the event that priorities must be made due to tight schedules. 
Indeed, this particular feature of the new system in fact has its origin in requests made by the 
production team. However, while the situation for the operators shows improvement the fundamental 
dependency on planning remains, meaning that they still have to cope with consequences arising from 
decisions made upstream, in particular those made during planning.  

4.1.5 Truck Drivers 

As products arrive at the loading area, they are automatically transported to a pre-designated table. 
Before products can be shuttled to the port, they may have to be stored temporarily in the loading area. 
The loading area at the plant has a capacity of about 100 reels, used primarily during the night when 
shuttles trucks are not operating. Consulting the trim plan, truck drivers move the products off the 
tables, grouping them according to the specific orders. Once the shuttle arrives at the loading area, the 
truck drivers loads the truck, scans the loaded reels, and sends a “load accomplished”-order. At that 
point, the shuttle heads to the terminal. As products are scanned, data is sent to the MBS signaling that 
the product has been successfully shipped and produced. Data is also sent to the PMS, in turn 
notifying the SMS, used at the terminal, which specific products that are inbound. 

As products are preferably managed according to customer orders, truck drivers prefer when products 
arrive in an orderly fashion. The trucks are capable of moving two products at the time, ideally of the 
same size. Moving two products of a similar size is ideal for several reasons.  First, if one reel is 
smaller than the other there is a higher risk of dropping a product. At several tons, this can cause 
damage to the product creating extra work not only for the truck drivers but also for the winder 
operators in the case that damage is significant2. Second, single gripping is significantly harder to 
perform and requires tilting of the grip. Consequently, there is a greater risk damaging other products 
at the table. Furthermore, single gripping means that a tilt-operation has to be performed when the 
product is loaded on the shuttle. Third, truck drivers work on a tight schedule and operate within 
limited space. Consequently, unnecessary movements are unwanted as they waste time and increase 
the risk of damaging products.  

                                              
2 Minor damage can be fixed at the loading area. Significantly damaged products has to be either rewound or recycled..  
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Despite the consequences, the general feeling among the truck drivers is that single gripping is 
becoming more common. Further, they feel that the production plan is sometimes irrelevant and that 
the trim plan makes their work unnecessarily cumbersome. The truck drivers also feel that the 
management do not care about their situation and that they, being the last chain in the production line, 
often have to mop up others poor work. Along these lines, one respondent argued: “No one listens to 
what we want!” Another one said: “We cannot influence anything”. 

The implementation of the new information delivery architecture has led to significant improvements 
for the truck drivers. Rather than being limited to operating on paper, truck drivers can follow the 
actual flow of production, allowing them to act more proactively. To further support such action, truck 
drivers can program which table each product is to be delivered on. As noted above, such 
programming was in fact possible in the old system. However, as it were, this task fell primarily on the 
winder operators, who had little support and self-interest in making such adjustments. In contrast, the 
new system, similar to how trim planners drag-and-drop products across the production plan, allow the 
truck drivers to drag-and-drop products between various ramps, in effect allowing them to optimize 
the delivery layout based on their preferences. As each move of both product and truck is associated 
with risk, this capability could lead to improvements not only for the truck drivers, but also for the 
production process in toto.  

4.1.6 The Terminal 

The mill uses a shipping terminal nearby to ship their goods. Shuttle trucks move the products from 
the loading area to the terminal, where they are subsequently loaded for transport. Transports are 
primarily made by ferries, which operate under tight schedules. Consequently, the terminal has a clear 
orientation towards managing deadlines. The ferries have limited ability to catch up lost time, and 
doing so cost significant amounts of fuel. To speed up loading, the cargo layout of a particular vessel 
is transferred digitally 12 hours prior to arrival. To allow the terminal officers to create a final plan of 
the entire load, all products must be made at this point in time. However, this cannot be guaranteed.  

Due to problems in attaining slot times at the various destination ports, loading plans may some times 
have to be made up to two weeks ahead of time. As the exact production plan of the factory only 
extends five days, this puts the terminal in a jam. To ease the planning at the terminal, the trim planner 
sends his counter-part at the terminal the production plan of the entire production cycle along with the 
detailed trim plan. Ideally, these plans would not be subject to any change during production, as this 
may necessitate re-planning at the terminal. Further, orders should preferably not be mixed on arrival 
to terminal, as this means that products have to be re-ordered on site, which is both time consuming 
and risks damaging the products.    

While the terminal would benefit from having similar control over the ways in which products now 
arrive that the loading area, no such change have been observed. Indeed, in many ways practice have 
remained stable as shuttle loading is carried out in a similar fashion as before. That is not so say, 
however, that the terminal necessarily will remain unaffected by the change. For example, the 
improved control over the flow of products at the loading area could indeed serve as an enabling factor 
for more tightly integrating terminal and truck workers, if new loading strategies are successfully 
communicated and embedded in and through practice.. 

4.2 Summary of Findings 

As the results illustrate, efforts to establish new practice-spanning IT capabilities are increasingly tied 
to the practices in which technology is to be embedded. Based on initial use of the new technology, 
this paper highlights how practice, and could come to, change as practices at the plant become more 
integrated. To summarize, we outline these findings in table 1. Row 3 and 4 are specific for the 
practices prior to the implementation process. Row 5 highlights improvements that have been made to 
the prior situation through the implementation of the new information delivery architecture.  
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 Sales Planning Production Loading Shipping 
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Satisficing 
customer 
needs 
 
Products 
delivered to 
customers on 
time 

Minimize Loss 
 
Few shifts 
between products 

Smooth process  
Few adjustments, 
few combinations
 
Minimize need 
for recycling 

Few movements of 
products 
 
Orderly arrivals 
 
Double-gripping 

Long-term 
planning 
 
Steady flow of 
products 
 
Fast loading 
 
Orderly arrivals 
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s Dependent on 
shipping, 
planning and 
production. 

Dependent on 
Sales and 
Production. 

Dependent on 
Sales and 
Logistics 

Dependent on Sales, 
Planning and 
Production.  

Dependent on 
all others.  

C
om
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ic

at
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g 
Fa

ct
or

s 

Shipping 
schedules 
 
Order 
deadlines 

Urgent orders 
Rapid pace of 
production 
 
Poor IT support 

Little control over 
production 
planning 
 
Changes in 
production plans  
 
Plans are hard to 
grasp and 
overview 

No control over the 
arrival of products 
 
Changes in 
production plans 
 
Plans are hard to 
grasp and overview 

Changes in 
production plans
 
Disorderly 
arrivals 
 
Short 
production 
cycles 

C
om
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om
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e/

 

C
on
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Have to accept 
that some 
orders cannot 
be produced 
and/or 
shipped on 
time 

Meeting deadlines 
and satisficing 
customers first, 
manufacturability 
second 
 
Plans must be 
changed at times 
  
Many 
combinations are 
vital  

Have to deal with 
combinations, and 
non-optimal 
distribution of 
products.  
 
Poor overview of 
the flow of the 
process 

Have to “mop up 
others poor work” 
 
Products arrive in a 
non-optimal way 
 
 

Products does 
not always 
arrive on time, 
or in an optimal 
order 

R
ea
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ed
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nd
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e 
Im

pr
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No direct 
improvements. 
Would, 
however, 
benefit overall 
from a more 
efficient 
process at the 
plant. 

Adjusting and 
fine-tuning 
suggested trims 
made easier.  
 
Better overview 
of the location of 
each product in 
the production 
plan.  

Improved 
overview of the 
process flow.  
 
Plans are easier to 
grasp and 
overview 
 
Could benefit 
from trim 
planners increased 
ability to 
manually adjust 
plans 

Increased control 
over the arrival of 
products 
 
Easier to grasp and 
overview plans. 
 
  

No direct 
improvements. 
Would benefit 
from a more 
efficient process 
at the plant. 
 
Could benefit 
from more 
strategic loading 
at the Loading 
area.  

Table 1. Summarized findings 
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5 Discussion 

To contribute to a better understanding of the dynamics and complexities through which IT 
capabilities unfolds, we have focused on the research question: What are the socio-technical barriers 
blocking the establishment of new practice-spanning IT capabilities in a firm context? Drawing from 
the literature on strategy-as-practice (e.g. Whittington, 1996, 2003; Johnson et al. 2003; Jarzabkowski, 
2004), and paying heed to the overall turn to practice (Schatzki, 2001), we have conceptualized the 
adaptation and use of the new information delivery architecture as a socially situated activity that 
occurs within and is part of socially instituted practices. This practice-theoretical lens has enabled us 
to attend to IT adaptation and use as something that multiple practitioners do, and to elaborate on the 
governing effects of the structures and logics of the organization’s socio-technically and historically 
constructed practices (Schatzki, 2005; 2006). 

The empirical findings from this study highlight the importance of the practice perspective in 
explaining the challenges associated with IT adaptation and use in complex settings. The study of the 
implementation of a new information delivery architecture in a pulp and paper plant in northern 
Sweden, illustrated how the implementation process was shaped by co-dependencies between IT 
capabilities, practice and strategy. Tracing the effort to establish a new information delivery 
architecture to enable better information management issues at the plant, we argue that the 
implementation of new IT capabilities requires an integrative view on IS strategy in which technical 
and organizational insights are combined, as the technical and organizational aspects co-evolve 
through practice. 

Adopting a strategy-as-practice perspective on IT enabled change and IS strategy we look beyond 
simplistic models of IT enabled change where new capabilities in themselves lead to strategic 
outcomes (Galliers, 2006). Indeed, as illustrated by our findings, capabilities on their own have no 
intrinsic ability to achieve change: e.g. while LS gave operators the ability to program which table 
each product would arrive on, few of them did. While this behavior can be explained and understood 
by explicating knowledge boundaries at the border between operators and truck drivers (e.g. Carlile, 
2002, 2004), we argue that it also makes evident that for IT capabilities to matter they must first 
become embedded in practice. Additionally, as the ways in which capabilities become embedded are 
not inconsequential and cannot be understood from a macro-perspective, we argue that to understand 
the unfolding of IS strategy we need to analyze events on the level of everyday practice. Accordingly, 
we reject the notion of strategy-making as something taking place in board rooms, where IT 
capabilities are “implemented” and strategic outcomes “planned”, in favor of a view of IS strategy as a 
emerging through practice in the context of the real, messy, everyday world.  

Indeed, as the strategic effects of IT is increasingly tied to the ways in which IT is embedded-in-
practice (e.g. Orlikowski & Robey, 1991; Sambamurthy et al. 2003; Doherty & Terry, 2009), we argue 
that for IS strategy research to hold practical relevance we must expand our view of strategizing: i.e. 
we must include not only the formalized strategic intents, but also the actualized use through which 
strategy comes to matter (cf. Levina & Vaast, 2006). To this end, we have developed a model, 
conceptualizing the emergent relationship between strategy, architecture, and practice.  
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Figure 4.  Change Model showing the links between Strategy, Architecture, and Practice 

We view strategic outcomes of IT capabilities as the result of complex emergent phenomena involving 
strategy, architecture, and practice. Figure 4 conceptualizes this view. The model reads as follows.  

There are three distinct levels: Strategy, Architecture, and Practice. Additionally, the left side of the 
model represents the old state while the right represents the new. Consequently, Ax represents the pre-
existing information delivery architecture. This architecture (Ax) is embedded (1) in practice (Px1, 
Px2…Pxn). The ways in which the architecture is embedded in practice in turn impacts Strategy (2). 
Strategy (Sx, Sy) here refers to both strategic outcomes and strategic practices, such as information 
management strategies. Consequently, change in practice has a direct impact on the strategic effect of 
the architecture, directly linking strategy with practice. Once again, this can be illustrated with the 
virtual non-use of particular capabilities in our study, such as the ability to reprogram the destination 
of products. Accordingly, while strategy certainly has an influence on and for the implementation of 
new information delivery architecture (3), the effects thereof cannot be known up-front. Indeed, 
whether or not the new architecture will have the intended effects or not will be determined by the 
ways in which the new architecture (Ay) is embedded in practice. While specific configurations of IT 
capabilities can be viewed as enabling particular strategic effects, while constraining others, 
(Orlikowski & Robey 1991), actual effects always emerge through practice. Consequently, the new 
information delivery architecture must first embedded in, and make possible a change of existing 
practice (4). Dependent on the ways this change unfolds new practices emerge (5). Then, out of the 
newly established practices (Py1, Py2…Pyn) new strategies and strategic effects (Sy) will emerge (6).  

The interdependencies between strategy, information delivery architecture, and practice are of key 
concern for this study. According to our findings, it is not possible to predict the ways in which an 
organization will adopt technological innovations just on the grounds of any one aspect; rather, one 
must take the aspects in toto into consideration, fully recognizing the interdependencies between 
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strategy, architecture, and practice. As the model shows, achieving particular effects is neither easy 
nor straightforward. Indeed, as technology have become increasingly tied to the practices in which 
technology is embedded, achieving change is increasingly associated with the overcoming of 
boundaries and barriers at several levels. Building on Carlile’s (e.g. 2002, 2004) framework on 
knowledge boundaries, we now direct the discussion towards these particular issues.   

The first challenge the plant had to face in implementing the new information delivery architecture 
was to achieve both social and technical integration. While technical integration of systems at the plant 
could be achieved straightforwardly through utilizing pre-existing interface standards, social 
integration make necessary that a common syntax for transferring of information is established; i.e. 
one must overcome a syntactic knowledge boundary (Carlile, 2002, 2004). Thus far, the plant 
observed have been successful in this respect, something that can largely be explained by the fact that 
the production process has remained somewhat stable even as new capabilities have been rolled out. 
This has enabled the workers to build on pre-established common lexicons (Carlile, 2004) grounded in 
their education and experience of working at the plant. There is, however, reason to believe that future 
changes may come to challenge these lexicons, as the common language and pre-defined syntaxes 
may not adequately support communication of complex data related to production and production 
planning, in turn making it difficult to understand and agree on which information that is relevant. 
Consequently, to have a positive impact on strategy, it is becomes necessary to achieve social 
integration at the semantic level (Carlile, 2004), assuring the establishment of common meanings in 
turn allowing for efficient translation of knowledge across boundaries. In other words, in achieving 
integration one must go beyond transferring of information and acknowledge the need for cross-unit 
interpretation of shared information. If common meaning is lacking a shared syntax is insufficient for 
knowledge sharing as the object of communication is in itself subject to differing interpretations: for 
knowledge to be successfully transferred across a semantic boundary knowledge must first be 
translated. As such, the matter goes beyond mere information processing, as one must first adequately 
understand the information if one is to be able to process it as information is shared across knowledge 
domains. Here too, preliminary findings suggest that the plant have been largely successful, but as 
earlier mentioned, later emergent features may come to challenge the situation, leading to undesirable 
and unexpected consequences (Carlile, 2002).  

At this point, it serves to be told that practices have remained rather isolated. Indeed, rather than 
working closely to integrate the various practices in order to achieve pragmatic change across the 
boundaries, efforts thus far have rather been directed towards reducing the implications of 
dependencies by granting previously underserved units more control and through offering richer 
information support to allow for efficient coordination of activities across the plant. These unresolved 
dependencies might prove to become problematic as features are added to the new system. Indeed, this 
could re-introduce dependencies or strengthen existing ones, which would have clear consequences in 
the event that pragmatic change could not be achieved. Once again, the ability within the LS for the 
winders to reprogram which table products arrive on at the loading area serves as an illustrative 
example.  

Achieving pragmatic change is, however, not easy, as it puts knowledge and consequently practice at 
stake (Carlile 2002, 2004). Indeed, the main challenge posed by the pragmatic barrier is not that 
sharing of knowledge across practices is hard, but that it is consequential (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 
1992). Thus, actors are reluctant to merely accommodate knowledge developed elsewhere; “to resolve 
the negative consequences [...] the individuals from each function [must not only] have to be willing to 
alter their own knowledge, but also be capable of influencing or transforming the knowledge used by 
the other function.” (Carlile, 2002: 445).  

While such change have yet to occur to any significant degree, our case shows examples of where and 
how it could serve to improve operations at the plant, and how these changes in turn are enabled by the 
embedding-in-practice of the new architecture. Two concrete examples serve as illustration: First, as 
the ease through which planners now can make adjustments to the plan, an opportunity is created for 
creating plans that better meet the wishes of the production unit. Similarly, the newly established 
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control over the order in which products arrive at the Loading area make possible the establishing of 
new loading strategies that better match the wants of the Terminal. Both of these changes may require 
change that cannot be resolved merely trough transferring or translation of knowledge, as not only 
knowledge but also interests must be successfully shared across boundaries (Carlile 2002, Carlile 
2004). For the units at plant, this means that they must be successful in informing each other about 
what is going on in their part of the process and that they must be open for negotiations about how to 
adjust their practices to accommodate for the interests of others.  

These findings corroborate and extend prior literature. By expanding and demonstrating the IS strategy 
that arise in socio-technical practices, this study adds novelty to the literature on IS strategy. To the 
best of our knowledge, this has not been accomplished in previous research of the kind we have 
undertaken. Whilst IS scholars are beginning to pay attention to IS strategy issues (refs) to date no 
study has effectively explored an IS strategy-as-practice as we have. 

As with any research, there are limitations in this work; two limitations in particular require specific 
mention. First, the case study itself, although illustrative, does not validate our approach to IS strategy-
as-practice. However, we believe much progress has been made and that further refinements can be 
made. Second, as our contribution conceptualizes and combines insights from different disciplinary 
domains, it reflects specific choices. Being aware of this, our contribution is oriented towards 
addressing the complex issues involved in IT-enabled businesses by separating issues between three 
distinct levels of analysis and by supporting detailed consideration of the conflicts that characterize IT 
adaptation from the view of the semantic, syntactic and pragmatic perspective. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, we have explored the socio-technical barriers blocking the establishment of new 
practice-spanning IT capabilities in a firm context. Further, we have shed light on the ways in which 
for new capabilities to matter they must first become embedded in practice, and proposed a model for 
how the relationship between this embedding-in-practice and strategy can be understood. In so doing, 
we have expanded on and added to the notion that strategy is not an activity taking place in 
boardrooms, but, rather, a complex emergent phenomena constituted through practice. The paper thus 
contributes to our understanding of the critical role of balancing complex relationships between 
boundaries of co-existing use IT contexts while forging an IS strategy. 

In particular, we have emphasized the emergent character of strategy by exploring how the pulp and 
paper plant experienced barriers in their effort to establish a new information delivery architecture for 
better dealing with information management issues at the plant. As noted, the information delivery 
architecture came to be seen as a base foundation of IT capabilities, delivered as reliable information 
services throughout the organization. But while the architecture was envisioned to enable 
organization-wide data sharing and cross-unit integration, the findings showed how such an effort was 
deeply tied to the political, social and regulatory environments in which technology was embedded.  

Indeed, while the plant under investigation have made concerted efforts to improve the situation on a 
micro-level and listen to workers on the floor, our study highlights the ways in which co-existing 
practices fall short in supporting the strategy activities in the organization. The findings thus 
demonstrate how the implementation of new IT capabilities requires an integrative view on IS strategy 
in which technical and organizational insights are combined, as the technical and organizational 
aspects co-evolve through practice.  

Our findings also hold practical relevance as they inform IT executives and management teams on 
how to approach IT from a strategy-as-practice point of view. Such contributions are important to 
ensure the relevance of our results (e.g. Applegate & King, 1999; Benbasat & Zmud, 1999; Gill & 
Bhattacherjee, 2009; Lyytinen, 1999; Ramiller & Pentland, 2009) and are an important characteristic 
of engaged scholarship (van de Ven, 2007). As Gill and Bhattacherjee (2009) put it: “if we wish to 
successfully inform practice, we must engage with practice” (p. 228). 
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